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The Juice Lady, Cherie Calbom, provides
all of her most popular recipes for
juicing, smoothies, shakes, soups, and
sauces, in one complete volume.
Jen Hansard and Jadah Sellner are on a
fresh path to health and
happiness--deprivation not included. In
their book, Simple Green Smoothies,
these two friends invite you into a
sane and tasty approach to health that
will inspire and energize you on your
own journey toward a happier life. The
Simple Green Smoothies' lifestyle
doesn't involve counting calories or
eliminating an entire food group.
Instead, it encourages you to make one
simple change: drink one green smoothie
a day. Simple Green Smoothies includes
a 10-day green smoothie kick-start to
welcome you into the plant-powered
lifestyle, with shopping lists
included. Follow it up with 100+
delicious recipes that address
everything from weight loss to glowing
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options. Hansard
and Sellner are two moms raising their
own families on healthy, whole-food
recipes. They've seen the amazing
health benefits of green smoothies
firsthand--from losing 27 pounds to
getting more energy. Their wildly
popular website has changed the lives
of over 1 million people and made them
the #1 green smoothie online resource.
Simple Green Smoothies will empower you
to take control of your health in a
fun, sustainable way that can transform
you from the inside out. Ready to join
the plant-powered party?
In his "Dr. V Approved Wellness"
series, support surgeon Dr. Duc Vuong
is augmenting his teachings of a
healthy life by providing this recipe
book for 50 simple but delicious
smoothies. Dr. V teaches that one of
the essentials for a healthy life is a
consistent morning ritual of green
smoothies packed full of nutrients and
vitamins. The easy-to-prepare recipes
for these sensational smoothies will
definitely help you to jumpstart your
new life!
Green smoothies like Ginger Green.
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The highly
anticipated cookbook from
the immensely popular food blog
Minimalist Baker, featuring 101 all-new
simple, vegan recipes that all require
10 ingredients or less, 1 bowl or 1
pot, or 30 minutes or less to prepare
Dana Shultz founded the Minimalist
Baker blog in 2012 to share her passion
for simple cooking and quickly gained a
devoted worldwide following. Now, in
this long-awaited debut cookbook, Dana
shares 101 vibrant, simple recipes that
are entirely plant-based, mostly glutenfree, and 100% delicious. Packed with
gorgeous photography, this practical
but inspiring cookbook includes: •
Recipes that each require 10
ingredients or less, can be made in one
bowl, or require 30 minutes or less to
prepare. • Delicious options for hearty
entrées, easy sides, nourishing
breakfasts, and decadent desserts—all
on the table in a snap • Essential
plant-based pantry and equipment tips •
Easy-to-follow, step-by-step recipes
with standard and metric ingredient
measurements Minimalist Baker’s
Everyday Cooking is a totally no-fuss
approach to cooking for anyone who
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100 No-Fuss Recipes Under 300 Calories
You Can Make with 5 Ingredients
Green Smoothies
Green Smoothies Diet
Veggie-Based Recipes to Boost Your
Health and Well-Being
More Than 100 Quick, Easy, and
Delicious Recipes for Eating Leafy
Greens and Other Green Vegetables at
Every Meal, Every Day
100 Delicious, Research-Based Recipes
for Prevention and Recovery
Boost Your Health With a Rainbow of
Fruits and Veggies
100+ Plant-Powered Recipes to Thrive
from the Inside Out: A Cookbook
SUPERFOODS IN EVERY SIP You know a daily diet rich in
fruits and vegetables can maximize your health and wellbeing. But did you know that drinking a smoothie every day
made from fruits and vegetables can dramatically increase
the amount of life-saving nutrients your body takes in? •
Lose Weight • Detoxify the Body • Increase Energy •
Fight Heart Disease • Prevent Diabetes, Depression and
Certain Cancers • Boost the Immune System • Improve
Skin and Hair More than 300 inviting recipes in The Green
Smoothie Bible show how to combine leafy green vegetables
and delicious, antioxidant-rich fruits into the most nutritious
drinks imaginable̶leaving you healthy and feeling amazing
inside and out.
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cravings with a smoothie! On a summer
day, after an intense workout, or on a lazy afternoon, nothing
refreshes better than a cold smoothie. Unfortunately, it can
often take a lot of time and effort to make and enjoy them.
But not the smoothie recipes in Healthy, Quick & Easy
Smoothies. You won't need more than 10 minutes and no
more than 5 ingredients to make any smoothie in this bookand they're all under 300 calories! Healthy, Quick & Easy
Smoothies includes these features: 100 mouthwatering
recipes for tropical fruit, berry, combination, and green
smoothies Complete nutritional data to help with your
weight loss goals Expert information from Dana Angelo
White, nutritionist for the Food Network, on why smoothies
are better than juices and how to best make smoothies Every
recipe contains complete nutritional data to help you plan
your meals and meet your daily dietary needs. Many recipes
also offer modifications you can make-but the healthy, quick,
and easy promises never change. And because you have so
many delicious smoothies to choose from, your blender is
sure to occupy a permanent place on your countertop!
Green smoothies are quickly taking the health world by
storm. The basis of healthy green smoothies is surprisingly
simple. A mixture of leafy greens such as kale or spinach,
maybe a dash of green herbs, along with fruits and water or
almond milk makes up a typical healthy green smoothie.
Regardless of their simplicity, green smoothies are highly
beneficial and tote many properties that lend to a healthier
life. There are a number of benefits that drinking healthy
smoothies offer. These benefits range from weight-loss to
reduction in cravings. Healthy smoothies are a powerful
dietary supplement. Healthy green smoothies offer an
attractive way for us to receive the nutrients our bodies need
without drastically changing our daily lives. If you dislike
salads or have a problem consuming leafy greens you won't
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through eating something you don't like
to boost your health. Healthy smoothies taste delicious and
many people quickly desire the taste. Even if you find the
taste a bit disagreeable at first, you can still enjoy your
smoothies. Simply mix in some fruit, flavored protein power
or even cocoa powder in your smoothie. This will mask the
taste without affecting the nutrients you are receiving. You
can enjoy smoothies any time of the day. They are extremely
quick to make and taste great. Recipes are not mandatory,
and you can easily create your own recipes based on your
own taste and creativity. The benefits mentioned above only
hit the tip of the iceberg when it comes to the benefits of
healthy green smoothies. Not only can green smoothies
drastically boost your health, but also reduce unhealthy
cravings as well as improve your skin, hair and energy levels.
Read this book and make healthy green smoothies a daily
part of your diet and you will be pleased with the results.
Get the most out of your time in the kitchen with these 100
fast, instant-classic dinners that everyone will love. For
pretty much everyone, life gets busy̶but you still want to
cook up a good meal, ideally one that s accessible, efficient,
and doesn t sacrifice any of the delicious flavors you love.
The creators of the popular website The Modern Proper are
all about that weeknight dinner, and now, they re showing
you how to reinvent what proper means and be smarter with
your time in the kitchen to create meals which will bring
friends and family together at the table. The Modern Proper
will expand your go-to list and help you become a more
intuitive, creative cook. Whether you re a novice or a pro, a
busy parent or a workaholic, this book will arm you with
tools, tricks, and shortcuts to get dinner on the table. Every
ingredient is easy to find, plus you ll find plenty of swaps
and options throughout. Each of the 100 recipes (some alltime fan favorites and many brand-new) includes prep time,
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cook time,
and quick-reference
tags. These include: -Stuffed
Chicken Breast with Mozzarella and Creamy Kale -Stir-Fried
Pork Cutlets with Buttermilk Ranch -Sweet Cider Scallops
with Wilted Spinach -Tofu Enchiladas with Red Sauce -And
more! With recipes to feed a crowd, an entrée for every
palate, a whole chapter of meatballs, and plenty of pantry
essentials, The Modern Proper is the new essential cookbook
for any and all food lovers.
Yes, they re good for you̶but who knew greens could be
so much fun? If you re trying to eat more greens but find
yourself in a salad rut, Greens 24/7 is here to bring
delicious, healthy veggies to every meal of the day, from
breakfast to dessert. Spinach in pancakes? Kale in
cornbread? You bet! The 100+ innovative recipes pack a
seriously healthy punch with more than 40 green veggies,
featuring classics like broccoli and zucchini, superfoods like
chard and Brussels sprouts, and unconventional greens like
spirulina and kelp. Recipes include: Chocolate Superfood
Smoothie Pesto Polenta Fries with Spicy Aioli Zucchini
Noodle Bolognese Samosa Burritos with Peas Lemon and
Parsley Olive Oil Cake Chocolate Hazelnut Avocado Torte
With Greens 24/7, you can have your cake̶and your kale,
too!
The Green Smoothie Recipe Book
For Weight Loss and Detox
100 Healthy Smoothie Recipes
Using Local and Organic Food to Promote a Healthy Lifestyle
The Blender Girl Smoothies
My Green Juice Recipe Books for Kids and Adults
Healthy Green Smoothies
50 Easy Recipes That Will Change Your Life

No more restricting calories or fad diet
programs. No more drive-thru fast food
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more Friday night pizza from
a cardboard box. Real food rocks, and
Simple Green Meals is here to prove it!
Jen Hansard, co-author of Simple Green
Smoothies, is on a mission to change the
way you eat. She sees a world where you
and your family "eat the rainbow" by
cooking quick, tasty meals that are
nourishing, delicious, and easy to make.
Filled with 150 vegetarian recipes, tips
to rethink the foods you put in your
grocery cart, strategies to eating well
with a family on-the-go, and advice from
people who have changed their lives for
the better by making healthy food choices,
this book is an essential guide to living
a cleaner, fuller, more energetic life!
With 100,000 Twitter followers and a blog
that receives half a million unique
visitors a month, food writer Kathy
Patalsky loves sharing her passion for
healthy, vegan cuisine. With 365 Vegan
Smoothies, she makes it possible for
everyone to enjoy this daily diet
enhancement that is free of animal
products (even honey) and the saturated
fats, chemicals, and hormones that often
accompany them. From her frosty sweet
"Peach Pick-Me-Up" to green smoothies such
as her revitalizing "Green with Energy,"
Patalsky's innovative smoothie recipes are
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themes such as brain
boosters, weight loss, healthy digestion,
and detoxification. She also includes mood
tamers, such as the "Cheerful Chocolate
Chia," with B-complex vitamins and omega
fatty acids to boost serotonin levels.
Featuring vibrant color photographs and
simple steps to stock a healthier pantry,
365 Vegan Smoothies serves up the perfect
blend for everyone.
The New York Times bestselling 10-Day
Green Smoothie Cleanse will jump-start
your weight loss, increase your energy
level, clear your mind, and improve your
overall health as you lose ten to fifteen
pounds in just ten days. Made up of
supernutrients from leafy greens and
fruits, green smoothies are filling and
healthy and you will enjoy drinking them.
Your body will also thank you for drinking
them as your health and energy improve to
levels you never thought possible. It is
an experience that could change your life
if you stick with it! This book provides a
shopping list, recipes, and detailed
instructions for the 10-day cleanse, along
with suggestions for getting the best
results. It also offers advice on how to
continue to lose weight and maintain good
health afterwards. Are you ready to look
slimmer, healthier, and sexier than you
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Then get ready to begin the
10-Day Green Smoothie Cleanse! If you
successfully complete the 10-Day Green
Smoothie Cleanse, you will… • Lose 10–15
pounds in 10 days • Get rid of stubborn
body fat, including belly fat • Drop
pounds and inches fast, without grueling
workouts • Learn to live a healthier
lifestyle of detoxing and healthy eating •
Naturally crave healthy foods so you never
have to diet again • Receive over 100
recipes for various health conditions and
goals
Discover just how deliciously simple whole
foods cooking can be with this essential
cookbook, based on the popular Nutrition
Stripped blog, featuring more than 100
exciting and good-for-you recipes and
color photography throughout. Search the
web and you’ll find a variety of recipes
from “health food” bloggers and
“nutritionists.” Yet many of these recipes
often follow trends or fad diets. Now,
McKel Hill, a Registered Dietitian
Nutritionist and wellness coach, takes you
back to bare basics to enjoy the amazing
benefits and incomparable flavor of whole
foods—nature’s true healthy bounty.
Drawing inspiration from nature, the
turning of the seasons, the world of
plants, nutrient dense foods and hidden
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world of superfoods, Hill
celebrates simplicity, and shares her vast
professional knowledge and expertise in
this practical and easy-to-use cookbook.
But Nutrition Stripped isn’t just an
approach to eating—it’s a lifestyle that
will help you look, feel, and be your
best. Whole foods cooking is the
foundation of health and can be enjoyed no
matter what your dietary preference,
whether it's vegan, paleo, or gluten-free.
Hill’s whole food, plant-based recipes are
gluten-free, dairy-free, and entirely free
from processed food, yet all can be
adapted to specific tastes and needs,
making them realistic, approachable,
global, and livable. Start your day with
delights such as Turmeric Milk (the new
green smoothie), Carrot Cake Quinoa
Porridge, or Plantain Flatbread with
Poached Egg and Honey. For dinner, feast
on Beetroot Burgers with Maple Mustard or
Carrot Gnocchi with Carrot Greens Pesto.
And don’t forget dessert—indulge with a
mouthwatering slice of Raw Peach Tart with
Coconut Whipped Cream or some Salted
Caramel Brownies. Illustrated with
beautiful, modern and minimalistic color
photographs, Nutrition Stripped shows you
how delicious and simple it can be to eat
healthier with whole foods.
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weight-loss expert JJ Smith, Green
Smoothies for Life offers a brand-new meal
plan to incorporate green smoothies into
your everyday routine while developing
healthier long-term eating habits and
improving your overall health. More than a
weight loss plan, the 10-Day Green
Smoothie Cleanse, designed by nutritionist
and certified weight-loss expert JJ Smith,
became a way of life. Readers reported
that they not only shed pounds but they
also slept better, thought more clearly,
and were in better over-all health, with
some adherents, in consultation with their
doctor, even moving off medication. As
delicious as her green smoothies are,
however, the cleanse was designed only to
jumpstart a detox and a new approach to
eating—it’s not a permanent solution. In
her new book, Green Smoothies for Life,
the highly anticipated follow up to the #1
New York Times bestseller 10-Day Green
Smoothie Cleanse, Smith presents a way
that green smoothies can be incorporated
into your daily regimen. With over thirty
recipes for everything from hot dinners to
desserts and snacks, sixty thoughtfully
composed green smoothie recipes, a thirtyday meal plan and the corresponding
shopping lists, the book provides you with
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prescriptive daily regimen
that shows you how to eat mindfully and
healthily. In addition to green smoothies
and color photographs of select recipes,
the book includes more than twenty
effective methods to detox (which helps
fuel weight loss), information on Smith’s
DHEMM (Detox, Hormonal Balance, Eat, Move
and Mental Mastery) weight loss system,
and testimonials from dieters who’ve
change their approach to not just food but
also life since while following her
advice. Whether you are just starting out
on your weight loss journey or already a
smoothie convert, Green Smoothies for Life
is the essential next step in continuing
your pursuit of a healthier lifestyle.
Super-Easy, Super-Healthy Meals, Snacks,
Desserts, and Drinks - 100 Gluten-Free,
Vegan Recipes
The Green Smoothie Bible
100 Whole Food Recipes Made Deliciously
Simple
Best 100 Smoothies for Kids
The Nordic Diet
101 Entirely Plant-based, Mostly GlutenFree, Easy and Delicious Recipes
The Blender Girl
100 Best Juices, Smoothies and Healthy
Snacks

The statistics are staggering. Breast cancer is the
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most common type of cancer among women--About
1 in 8 U.S. women (about 12%) will develop invasive
breast cancer over the course of her lifetime. Second
only to heart disease by a mere one percent, every
ounce of prevention and every window of opportunity
for healing is critical. In order to reduce the risk of
developing this common disease, you need a
targeted plan to protect yourself from common
breast toxins and to strengthen your immune
defenses. In her delightful new book, Daniella breaks
down the complex topic of oncology nutrition and the
specific dietary needs breast cancer creates, into
simple recommendations for making delicious
smoothies that support healing and a healthy
lifestyle. What makes 100 Breast Cancer Smoothies
unique? An extensive body of research, that
provides many of our long-sought answers to the
cause of breast cancer, has been translated into
simple, healthy smoothie recipes! It's all about
Daniella's nutrient-rich, whole-foods recipes created
only from ingredients that provide a direct benefit to
fighting breast cancer. Concentrated amounts of
carotenoids, flavonoids, probiotics, protein and
minerals, including bioactive compounds from herbs
and citrus oils dramatically reduce the development
and spread of breast cancer cells. Color photos
styled by the award-winning photographer Olivia
Brent charm the pages with luscious smoothies
images. Each recipe includes tips about the food
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nutrients that effect breast cancer in direct ways,
including reducing cancer cell development, growth
and spread. With just a few minutes each day, you
can dramatically change the course of your life by
working to prevent and heal breast cancer through
fresh, appealing drinks. Living well never tasted
soooo good!
Provides a collection of recipes for juices and
smoothies and discusses their health benefits which
include boosting the immune system, increasing the
metabolism, detoxing the body, and promoting
weight loss by serving as meal substitutes.
Green-light good health--veggie-based smoothies for
your well-being If you're looking to optimize your
health, it doesn't get much simpler or tastier than
drinking green, vegetable-based smoothies. Super
Green Smoothies is packed with information about
the benefits of eating green, plus 80 tasty recipes
that are high in nutrients, low in sugar, and full of
flavor. No complicated equipment or special
ingredients required! Supercharge your body and
mind with nourishing, veggie-powered smoothies like
Turmeric Ginger, Raspberry Cacao, and Probiotic
Power. Chapters are organized by the primary health
benefit the smoothies offer: detox, weight loss, antiinflammatory, antioxidants, digestive health, energy
boosting, healthy skin, and healthy heart. For each
recipe, you'll find nutrition facts, space to jot notes to
customize your smoothie to your liking, and more.
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Super Green Smoothies includes: Fruit and veggie
profiles--Discover flavor profiles and nutritional facts
about each of the fruits and vegetables used. Good
produce choices--Learn how to select the freshest,
most flavorful, and most nutrient-rich produce for
your smoothies. Superfood scoop--Get helpful info
about how you can boost the nutritional value of your
smoothies with superfoods like bee pollen, ground
flaxseed, maca, and more. Blend your way to better
health with green smoothies that are great-tasting,
filled with nutritional perks, and simple to make.
Eat your way to health and happiness with a diet
built on tradition.
NEVER COOK SEPARATE MEALS AGAIN! 100
yummy recipes from the UK's number 1 food blog.
Most parents have to deal with the fateful 'Fussy
Eater' at some point in their lives - let My Fussy
Eater show you the easy way to get your children
eating a variety of healthy, delicious foods. Packed
full of family-friendly recipes, entire meal plans and
the all-important tips on dealing with fussy eaters,
you'll be guided every step of the way. You'll no
longer need to cook separate meals for you and your
children - saving time, money and stress. The neverseen-before recipes will take 30 minutes or less to
prepare and cook, using simple, everyday
ingredients. Make in bulk for easy meal times, and
get your fussy eaters finally eating fruit and
vegetables! My Fussy Eater provides practical, easy
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and delicious solutions for fussy eaters the whole
family can enjoy!
300 Delicious Recipes
Simple Green Smoothies
from the UK’s number 1 food blog a real mum’s 100
easy everyday recipes for the whole family
Minimalist Baker's Everyday Cooking
My Fussy Eater
Green Smoothies for Life
Breast Cancer Smoothies
Juice Master Keeping It Simple: Over 100 Delicious
Juices and Smoothies
A beautiful collection of vegan smoothies from powerhouse
blogger The Blender Girl, featuring photographs, flavor
boosters, and nutritional add-ons for every recipe. The
Blender Girl takes smoothies to the next level in this
comprehensive guide, helping you blast your way to good
health and blended bliss. These 100 creative and delicious
recipes are designed to fit your every need, whether you want
to detox, lose a few pounds, get energized, or guard against
seasonal colds. Each smoothie has three optional boosters
(like chia seeds, ginger, coconut oil, or wheat grass) that allow
you to ramp up flavor, nutrient value, or both. Featuring
gorgeous photography throughout, a smoothie pantry that
demystifies unusual ingredients, icons to identify smoothies
that fit your particular dietary needs, and strategies for
achieving smoothie success, this accessible handbook makes
it fun and easy to find your perfect blend.
This is a pure based recipes on vegan which you will fall in
love once you try them and have with your family. Simple
Green Smoothies includes a a weak green smoothie kickbegin to invite you into the plant-controlled way of life, with
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included. Line it up with 100+ delicious
recipes that address everything from weight loss to gleaming
skin to kid-accommodating choices. 100+ vegetarian recipes,
tips to rethink the foods you put in your grocery cart, strategies
to eating well with a family on-the-go, and advice from people
who have changed their lives for the better by making healthy
food choices, this book is an essential guide to living a
cleaner, fuller, more energetic life! Grab this book now and still
enjoy delicious food that will also shaped up your body.
Elevate your backyard veggie patch into a work of
sophisticated and stylish art. Kitchen Garden Revival guides
you through every aspect of kitchen gardening, from design to
harvesting—with expert advice from author Nicole Johnsey
Burke, founder of Rooted Garden, one of the leading US
culinary landscape companies, and Gardenary, an online
kitchen gardening education and resource company.
Participating in the grow-your-own movement is important to
both reduce your food miles and control what makes it onto
your family’s table. If you’ve hesitated to take part because
installing and caring for a traditional vegetable garden doesn’t
seem to suit your life or your sense of style, Kitchen Garden
Revival is here to show you there’s a better, more beautiful
way to grow food. Instead of row after row of cabbage and
pepper plants plunked into a patch of dirt in the middle of the
yard, kitchen gardens are attractive, highly tailored food
gardens consisting of easy-to-maintain raised planting beds
laid out in an organized geometric pattern. Offering both four
seasons of ornamental interest and plenty of fresh,
homegrown fruits, vegetables, and herbs, kitchen gardens are
the way to grow your own food in a fashionable, modern, and
practical way. Kitchen gardens were once popular features of
the European and early American landscape, but they fell out
of favor when our agrarian roots were displaced by
industrialization. With this accessible and inspirational guide,
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Nicole aims
to return
the kitchen garden to its rightful place
just outside of every backdoor. Learn the art of kitchen
gardening as you discover: What characteristics all kitchen
gardens have in common How to design and install gorgeous
kitchen garden beds using metal, wood, or stone Why raised
beds mean reduced maintenance What crops are best for
your kitchen garden A planting, tending, and harvesting plan
developed by a pro Season-by-season growing guides It's
time to join the Kitchen Garden Revival and start growing your
own delicious, organic food.
From one of America’s foremost and pioneering juicing
companies comes a beautifully illustrated guide to creating
restorative and energizing juices and smoothies; as well as
preparing nutrition-rich, blended superfoods. Welcome to the
Juice Generation ! Refresh, Restore, and Rejuvenate Get
ready to live juicy with The Juice Generation. Fresh juices and
superfood smoothies will help you feel energized and
invigorated with glowing skin and a clear mind. The revitalizing
recipes and tips will make you feel lighter and brighter, inside
and out. Featuring more than 100 refreshing, health-boosting,
spirit-lifting recipes The Juice Generation offers practical,
down-to-earth instructions for making restorative and greattasting vegetable and fruit juices, smoothies, and tonics. Get
on the Green Curve and move confidently from smoothies to
green drinks Whether you’re newly juice curious, or already an
old pro, The Juice Generation’s plan will lead you to the
endless benefits and possibilities of squeezing, crushing, and
grinding, and help you integrate the joys of juicing and
blending into your busy life. Juicing Tools for Detoxing and
Healing The Juice Generation includes detoxing cleanses as
well as flu-fighting elixirs and plenty of recipes and great
advice from some of its biggest supporters, including Blake
Lively, Michelle Williams, Edward Norton, Jason Bateman,
and Martha Stewart.
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The No.1
juicing author Jason Vale is back with his
ultimate book of juices and smoothies. His complete recipe
book contains recipes for over 100 easy and delicious juices
and smoothies to help you lose weight, get healthy and feel
fantastic.
Recipes for Living, Loving, and Juicing Green
Lose Weight, Detoxify, Fight Disease, and Live Long
The Juice Generation
100% VEGAN!: Delicious Plant-Based Paleo Smoothie
Recipes for Vibrant Health, Abundant Energy, and Natural
Weight Loss
Simple Dinners for Every Day (A Cookbook)
The Modern Proper
The Juice Lady's Big Book of Juices and Green Smoothies
Over 100 Healthy Green Smoothie Recipes to Look and Feel
Amazing

Lose weight while still ramping up your daily dose
of vital vitamins, necessary nutrients, and
amazingly-powerful antioxidants. All in this
awesome title, "Top 50 Green Smoothie Recipes."
Planned and written comprehensively from the
best-selling author of, "How I Lost 100 Pounds!" by
Emma Green! So, you want to lose weight, detoxify
your body, or just make sure you add in the
essential nutrients needed by the body in terms of
vitally-important vitamins and minerals? Awesome!
Yes, drinking green smoothies is, by far, the
tastiest way to boost your health and functioning.
With 50 wonderful, mouth-watering recipes, Top
50 Green Smoothie Recipes makes it quick and
easy to naturally get your fill of essential fiber and
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nutrition. Loaded with altogether yummy fruits
and awesome, great-tasting vegetables. All you
need are the amazing recipes found within. This
fundamental title contains: "50 Mouth-Watering
Recipes for making perfect, delicious-tasting,
green-inspired smoothies, with the best recipes
that are balanced and geared toward weight loss
and detox."Tips and Tricks to aid your planning
and your knowledge base in understanding the
fundamentals."Helpful Facts about the importance
of alkalinity within the body and its important
processes. The Top 50 Green Smoothie Recipes
Book includes these great recipes: Punching Berry
Swiss, Grapey Groper, Cashew-Chia Cooler,
Creamy Coconut Pineapple, Chia Freedom,
Sunflower Spinach, Persimmon-Mint Magic,
Yummy Chai, Luxury Lucuma, Peachy Combo,
Sweet Mango Dreamer, and many, many more!
With great nutrition and easy-to follow
instructions, this title will keep you entertained
and feeling great too. If you want to lose weight
and feel energized, this is definitely the book for
you! Get your amazing copy today! You deserve it.
See you inside!
Delicious and Nutritious 100% Vegan Paleo
(Pegan) Smoothie Recipes to Help You Look and
Feel Amazing...even on a busy schedule. Over 45
healing, easy-to-follow tasty recipes inside! This
book is an excellent choice for: -vegans and
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vegetarians - healthy, whole food, plant-based
lifestyle lovers -paleo diet fans who would like to
explore more of a gatherer's side of this diet and
eat more fruits, veggies, greens, and herbs -glutenfree diet followers (the vegan paleo diet is 100%
gluten-free and 100% lactose-free). -anyone
wishing to restore natural energy via fresh, plantbased foods One of the easiest ways to incorporate
more vegan paleo foods into your diet is through
smoothies. With this guide, you will learn a myriad
of recipes that follow the vegan paleo rules and
include a variety of smoothies such as: -green
smoothies and detox smoothies (perfect to add
more green, alkalizing foods, and leafy greens into
your diet) -protein smoothies - these are great as a
meal replacement and will keep you energized,
strong and healthy -soup smoothies- these are
smoothies that can be easily turned into a
delicious, healing soup (raw or cooked) -tasty,
colorful fruit smoothies -naturally sweet treat
smoothies (yummy!) You will discover naturally
sweet smoothies, spicy smoothies, and savory
smoothies. We will even explore oriental taste
while learning about the best superfoods that you
can use with your vegan paleo smoothie recipes.
Don't worry, these superfoods and herbs are easy
to find in your local grocery store and inexpensive.
Inside this guide, you will also find easy to follow
food lists and shopping lists to help you on your
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journey. Order your copy today and start creating
more energy and zest for life with vegan paleo
(pegan) smoothies!
A fresh collection of more than 60 illustrated
recipes for delicious, healthful blended beverages
with targeted detox plans and step-by-step
instructions for creating custom smoothies. This
easy-to-follow and informative guide pares
smoothie-making back to its essence. The recipes
are presented in highly visual spreads, with each
ingredient photographed for at-a-glance
instruction. Suggested 3- and 5-day detox plans
target specific concerns, such as weight loss,
metabolism, digestion, and clear skin, and the
smoothies are optimized to enhance and
rejuvenate well-being, with health benefits noted
for each recipe. Using fresh fruits and vegetables,
Super Smoothies provides the perfect introduction
for novice smoothie makers, as well as new
inspiration for experienced blenders.
A collection of 66 illustrated smoothies, juices, nut
milks, and tonics to kick-start metabolism, fire up
the mind, and promote whole-body health. An easyto-follow and informative guide, this book pares
smoothie-making back to its essence. Each recipe
is presented in a highly visual spread, and grouped
ingredients are displayed opposite finished
smoothies and juices, providing at-a-glance
instruction. Recipes like Dandelion Tonic, Popeye's
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Juice, Coconut Kale, and Pineapple Twist provide a
simple introduction for the new smoothie maker,
as well as new inspiration for the experienced
blender. A seven-day detox plan with
straightforward recipes energizes and invigorates.
We all know how important it is to give our kids a
healthy, balanced diet. But how best to make sure
they are getting all the vitamins and nutrients they
need when fruits and vegetables are some of the
least favorite items on their plate? Popular food
writer, blogger and mother of three Deborah
Harroun has the answer in 100 delightfully
flavorful and nutritious recipes for kid-friendly
smoothies. Her newest cookbook, BEST 100
SMOOTHIES FOR KIDS offers up kid-test and kidapproved recipes that are sure to please everyone
in the family. The book includes recipes for fruitand vegetable-based juices, as well as a variety
that combine fruits and veggies or get their flavor
and nutrients from things other than produce. The
chapters include Breakfast Smoothies, Lunch and
Lunchbox Smoothies, Snacktime Smoothies,
Smoothies for Dinner, and Dessert Smoothies. Two
special chapters cover Holiday Smoothies, such as
pumpkin-flavored smoothies for Thanksgiving or
Christmas, and Bedtime Smoothies, made with
tryptophan-rich milk bases and with soothing
ingredients like chamomile, cinnamon, vanilla, and
lemon. What's better than a well-fed and happy
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child who falls asleep easily after a busy day?
Harroun also provides a variety of different
options for creating the perfect smoothie, with
recipes that include milk- and yogurt-based
smoothies as well as dairy-free options made from
juice, water, rice milk, almond milk, and soy milk.
There are even numerous gluten-free and vegan
options as well. Harroun serves up a hundred
bright and colorful, healthy and satisfying drinks
in this new four-color and photo-rich cookbook.
The emphasis throughout is on providing a wide
range of flavors, colors, and nutrients, guaranteed
to broaden the horizons of any child who thinks
carrots or apples are the only acceptable items
from the supermarket's produce section. Parents and doctors and dentists - can take heart in the
fact that Harroun uses no processed or white
sugar for sweetening her smoothies. With all these
options for creating inspired smoothies, parents no
longer have to worry about making sure their
children are getting all the nutrition they need.
The only challenge is figuring out which of these
delicious recipes to try first!
Lose Up to 15 Pounds in 10 Days!
A modern guide to creating a stylish small-scale,
low-maintenance edible garden
The Best Green Smoothies on the Planet
Nutrition Stripped
50 Top Green Smoothie Recipes
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Easy Recipes For Natural Energy & Weight
Control the Healthy Way
The Healthy Smoothie Bible
101 Delicious Drinks that Help You Detox and Lose
Weight
Smoothies are not only delicious, convenient, and
fun to drink,but they're also a great way to get your
daily requirements of fruits and vegetables.
However, not all are created equal when it comes to
health–some smoothies from a popular chain weigh
in at 500, 800, even 1,000 calories! Shell Harris and
Elizabeth Johnson have tasted and tested hundreds.
Skinny Smoothies features 101 original recipes for
lighter drinks–low in fat and calories and high in
nutritional value–ideal for anyone who wants to lose
weight without feeling deprived. The book includes
nutritional information and tips on foods and
supplements to rid the body of harmful toxins. Try a
Glowing Skin Smoothie or an Apricot Energy Punch,
and get started on a delicious path to a healthier life.
In their book, Simple Green Smoothies, these two
friends invite you into a sane and tasty approach to
health that will inspire and energize you on your own
journey toward a happier life. The Simple Green
Smoothies' lifestyle doesn't involve counting calories
or eliminating an entire food group. Instead, it
encourages you to make one simple change: drink
one green smoothie a day.Simple Green Smoothies
includes a 10-day green smoothie kick-start to
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welcome you into the plant-powered lifestyle, with
shopping lists included. Follow it up with 100+
delicious recipes that address everything from
weight loss to glowing skin to kid-friendly
options.Hansard and Sellner are two moms raising
their own families on healthy, whole-food recipes.
They've seen the amazing health benefits of green
smoothies firsthand-from losing 27 pounds to getting
more energy. Simple Green Smoothies will empower
you to take control of your health in a fun,
sustainable way that can transform you from the
inside out. Get ready to join the plant-powered party!
Over 100 green smoothie recipes packed with
vitamins, minerals, superfoods, and antioxidants
Green smoothie recipes for weight loss, energy,
detoxing, improving digestion, beauty, and more
Step-by-step instructions for purchasing a blender,
preparing produce and blending your own green
smoothie ingredients A guide to shopping for
produce, and when to buy organic Smoothies for all
seasons and occasions, including Berry Basket
Breakfast Smoothie, Banana-Walnut Wonder,
Cucumber-Melon Cooler, and kid-friendly recipes
like Chocolate-Covered Cherry
Simple Green Smoothies100+ Tasty Recipes to
Lose Weight, Gain Energy, and Feel Great in Your
BodyRodale
"Everyone loves smoothies. Everyone! With an
infinite number of delicious, natural flavors, colors,
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and health benefits to mix and match, smoothies are
the easiest way to embrace a healthy lifestyle on a
daily basis. Now you can give your smoothieblending routine a boost when you use the most
antioxidant-, vitamin-, and mineral-packed foods in
the world: superfoods. Superfood Smoothies offers
100 nutrient-dense recipes plus innovative culinary
methods to get the most health benefits and pack in
the maximum amount of nutrition into every
incredible drop of these satisfying drinks. You'll
discover which superfoods are the best for
smoothies; find out which ingredients to avoid; and
learn countless secrets to making your smoothies
more nutritious (and more delicious) than anything
you could buy in the store. From athletes to kids to
fast-paced executives, and to anyone seeking a
gentle cleanse, Superfood Smoothies will upgrade
your nutrition, energize your day, and inspire you to
power up your blender now!"-10-Day Green Smoothie Cleanse
Pegan Diet Smoothies
100+ Tasty Recipes to Lose Weight, Gain Energy,
and Feel Great in Your Body
100 Recipes for Fresh Juices and Superfood
Smoothies
365 Vegan Smoothies
Clean Cuisine
The Natural Program for Extraordinary Health
Incredibly Nutritious and Totally Delicious No-SugarPage 28/34
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Added Smoothies for Any Time of Day
CAPTURE THE BENEFITS OF EARTH'S SUPERFOODS
Looking for a quick, flavorful and
nutritious way to stay youthful and
healthy? The Green Smoothies Diet provides
the perfect solution! Green smoothies are
the best way to power up your body and
supercharge your health in just minutes a
day. Packing a tasty, nutrient-filled
punch in every sip, these ultrahealthy
smoothies pair leafy green vegetables with
delicious, antioxidant-rich fruits.
Discover how green smoothies help you:
•Lose Weight •Detoxify the Body •Increase
Energy •Fight Heart Disease •Prevent
Diabetes & Certain Cancers •Boost the
Immune System •Make Skin and Hair
Beautiful Features easy-to-make recipes
like: •Rad Raspberry Radicchio •Black Kale
Blackberry Brew •Red Pepper Mint Julep
•Grapefruit Cilantro Booster •Big Black
Cabbage Cocktail
Indulge in these easy, delicious recipes
and discover the incredible health
benefits of green smoothies!
IncredibleSmoothies.com founder Tracy
Russell tried just about every fad diet
and expensive "superfood" supplement out
there, with negligible results. It wasn't
until she discovered green smoothies that
she lost 40 pounds, lowered her
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cholesterol
by 50 points, and started
running marathons. In The Best Green
Smoothies on the Planet, Russell shares
healthy, down-to-earth recipes made with
unprocessed whole foods. Packed with fresh
fruits and vegetables—particularly leafy
greens—that you can find at your
neighborhood grocery store or local
farmers' market, every recipe in this book
contains nutrition information as well as
options for substitutions and variations.
Russell reveals optimal flavor pairings
(which green goes best with which fruit
and which fruits blend best together) and
specific health benefits of key
ingredients. Focusing on the many positive
effects of drinking green smoothies,
including detox and cleansing, natural
weight loss, and mood enhancement, Russell
offers nutrient-rich recipes with
flavorful, fun combinations such as:
Pineapple-Ginger Chocolate-Peanut Butter
Mango-Avocado Cherry-Pomegranate NectarineGoji Berry With 150 delicious green
smoothie favorites (enough smoothies for
five whole months!), The Best Green
Smoothies on the Planet provides recipes
that can accommodate and enhance any
individual or family diet. Whether you're
a smoothie veteran or trying something
new, these drinks will wow you—with both
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accessibility
and incredible taste.
"100 glueten-free, vegan recipes"--Cover.
What you eat matters more than how much
you eat. Discover why in this
revolutionary nutrition guide to clean
eating, exercise, and an anti-inflammatory
diet that can enhance your wellness and
quality of life. There is a diet and
exercise plan that covers all the
bases—food we should eat and food that
tastes good; what is best for our bodies
and what is easily doable in the real
world—all while offering hunger-free
weight loss. Developed by Andrew Larson,
M.D. and certified Heath Fitness
Specialist Ivy Larson, Clean Cuisine is
scientifically proven to reverse diabetes,
improve cholesterol and blood pressure,
and ease the symptoms of other
inflammatory diseases such as multiple
sclerosis, fibromyalgia, asthma,
allergies, and arthritis. Broken down into
eight easy steps and spread over the
course of eight weeks, Clean Cuisine will
enable readers to transform their bodies
one delicious meal at a time by adopting
an anti-inflammatory diet and choosing
unrefined foods in their most natural,
whole state. With guilt-free, delicious
recipes and a workout program that has
been proven to deliver substantial results
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with In
just
three
Clean Cuisine is the long-term answer to
eating for optimal health, disease
prevention, weight loss, vitality,
longevity, and good taste.
LEAN, FAB, FAST... that's the best way to
describe the green smoothie lifestyle.
After battling and surviving a rare and
aggressive form of breast cancer, Sally
Obermeder decided to take back control of
her health. By making one simple
change—switching to the green smoothie
lifestyle—she lost more than 15 kilograms.
Her skin glowed, her energy levels soared
and she felt light, lean, strong, healthy
and happy. Best of all, it was easy. Sally
and her sister Maha have created 60
healthy and delicious green smoothie
recipes that are easy to make and packed
full of benefits. Each one is a taste
sensation - think leafy greens, fresh
vegies and fruits as well as added
superfoods that leave you feeling
energetic, lean and strong as well as stop
those cravings for sugar and unhealthy
fatty foods and snacks. Kick-start your
way to weight-loss, energy and all-round
good health with Super Green Smoothies,
and look and feel great, starting now. Let
the transition begin!
100 Gluten-Free, Vegan, and Paleo-Friendly
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Recipes
An 8-Week Anti-Inflammatory Diet that Will
Change the Way You Age, Look & Feel
60 delicious recipes for weight loss,
energy and vitality
Kitchen Garden Revival
Green Smoothie Joy
The 150 Most Delicious, Most Nutritious,
100% Vegan Recipes for the World's
Healthiest Drink
Super Green Smoothies
Recipes for Smoothies, Juices, Nut Milks,
and Tonics to Detox, Lose Weight, and
Promote Whole-Body Health
Start your blenders! A comprehensive guide with more than
100 recipes for flavorful nutritional powerhouses: “Love love
love this book!” —one of over 300 *FIVE STAR* Amazon
reviews Whatever your fitness regimen, health goals, or daily
routine, this massive book of 100+ recipes from the author of
The Healthy Juicer’s Bible has the scoop on how to get
started, how to keep it simple, and how to make perfect
smoothies for every occasion, including: Zesty Berry Morning
Citrus Superload Cacao Vanilla Shake Better than Sex Elixir
Limy Minty Charm Spicy Sweet Potato Shake Matcha Doing
Blue Green Ocean Potassium-rich bananas, free radicalfighting blueberries, nutrient-rich spinach, succulent mango,
light and sweet almond milk . . . these are just some of the
delicious natural ingredients that pair up in this book.
Wondering how to stay motivated after the initial excitement
wears off? How to make smoothies quickly and efficiently
while still keeping it fun and fresh? Farnoosh Brock talks you
through these situations and many more, giving you useful
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tips on how
to manage
each as you move forward with The
Healthy Smoothie Bible.
Simple Green Meals
Greens 24/7
Super Smoothies

Drink Yourself Thin
More Than 400 Simple, Delicious Recipes!
Healthy Quick & Easy Smoothies
61 Recipes and 12 Detox Plans
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